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It has long been known that the gaseous plant hormone ethylene plays a key role in
nodulation in legumes. The perception of ethylene by a family of five membrane-localized
receptors is necessary to trigger the ethylene signaling pathway, which regulates various
biological responses in Arabidopsis. However, a systematic analysis of the ethylene
receptors in leguminous plants and their roles in nodule development is lacking. In this
study, we performed a characterization of ethylene receptor genes based on the latest
Glycine max genome sequence and a public microarray database. Eleven ethylene
receptor family genes were identified in soybean through homology searches, and
they were divided into two subgroups. Exon–intron analysis showed that the gene
structures are highly conserved within each group. Further analysis of their expression
patterns showed that these ethylene receptor genes are differentially expressed in
various soybean tissues and organs, including functional nodules. Notably, the ethylene
receptor genes showed different responses to rhizobial infection and Nod factors,
suggesting a possible role for ethylene receptors and ethylene signaling in rhizobia–
host cell interactions and nodulation in soybean. Together, these data indicate the
functional divergence of ethylene receptor genes in soybean, and that some of these
receptors mediate nodulation, including rhizobial infection, nodule development, and
nodule functionality. These findings provide a foundation for further elucidation of the
molecular mechanism by which the ethylene signaling pathway regulates nodulation in
soybean, as well as other legumes.

Keywords: soybean, Glycine max, ethylene, ethylene receptors, nodulation

INTRODUCTION

Symbiotic nitrogen fixation (SNF) plays critical roles in legume development and yield.
SNF efficiency is determined by rhizobial infection, nodule development, and mature
nodule functionality. Nodulation is initiated by flavonoids secreted from legume roots in
response to nitrogen-limited conditions, which stimulate rhizobia to synthesize and secrete
lipooligosaccharides called Nod factors (NFs). NFs are perceived by NF receptors, which activate
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signaling cascades that promote root hair deformation, the
formation and growth of infection threads, cortical and pericycle
cell division, and nodule development (Stacey et al., 2006;
Oldroyd and Downie, 2008; Gresshoff et al., 2009; Ferguson et al.,
2013). Nodulation is thus a complex process that is precisely
and dynamically regulated by both internal and external cues
(reviewed in Ferguson et al., 2010).

The gaseous hormone ethylene plays multiple roles in plant
development, including seed dormancy, fruit ripening, flower
and leaf senescence, and plant responses to environmental
cues (Abeles et al., 1992; Johnson and Ecker, 1998; Bleecker
and Kende, 2000). In Arabidopsis, the core ethylene signal
transduction pathway has been well-characterized (Kieber
et al., 1993; Chen et al., 2002; Ju et al., 2012; Cho and
Yoo, 2015). In Arabidopsis, ethylene is perceived by Ethylene
Receptor 1 (ETR1)/ETR2 (Chen et al., 2002), Ethylene Response
Sensor (ERS) 1/ERS2, and Ethylene Insensitive (EIN) 4. These
proteins comprise a family of endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
membrane-associated proteins that negatively regulate ethylene
signaling (Bleecker and Kende, 2000; Chang and Stadler, 2001).
Upon binding ethylene, these receptors are inactivated, allowing
them to bind Ethylene Insensitive 2 (EIN2) more efficiently (Cho
and Yoo, 2015) and block its phosphorylation by Constitutive
Triple Response 1 (Kieber et al., 1993). The C-terminus of
EIN2 is then cleaved, inducing a conformational change in the
protein that enables it to move to the nucleus and enhance
the transcriptional activity of the transcription factors EIN3 and
EIN3-Like 1 (EIL1). EIN3 and EIL1 activate ethylene-responsive
genes such as Ethylene Response Factor 1 (ERF1) to switch on
ethylene signaling (Ju et al., 2012). Clearly, the perception of
ethylene by specific receptor proteins is essential for ethylene
action (Burg and Burg, 1967). Over the past several decades,
extensive effort has been made to elucidate how these receptors
perceive ethylene to activate ethylene signaling. Based on a
structural analysis, the receptors have been divided into two
subgroups. The type I subfamily includes ETR1 and ERS1, which
consist of two critical domains, an N-terminal ethylene-binding
domain (the sensor domain) and a well-conserved C-terminal
histidine (His) kinase domain (Guo and Ecker, 2004). The type
II subfamily consists of ETR2, ERS2, and EIN4, which contain
an N-terminal ethylene-binding domain and a degenerate His
kinase domain lacking one or more elements necessary for
kinase catalytic activity (Guo and Ecker, 2004). In addition,
ETR1, ETR2, and EIN4 have a C-terminal receiver domain
of unknown function (Guo and Ecker, 2004). Despite their
structural differences, all of these receptors are involved in
ethylene perception and redundantly regulate ethylene-mediated
biological processes affecting plant development and interactions
with environment (Schaller and Bleecker, 1995; Hua and
Meyerowitz, 1998; Guo and Ecker, 2004).

The negative effect of ethylene on legume nodulation was
documented 40 years ago in experiments using exogenously
applied ethylene or an inhibitor of ethylene biosynthesis
(aminoethoxyvinylglycine) (Grobbelaar et al., 1971; Goodlass
and Smith, 1979; Guinel and LaRue, 1992; Lee and Larue,
1992; Penmetsa and Cook, 1997; Nukui et al., 2000; Lohar
et al., 2009). In recent years, compelling experimental evidence

has demonstrated the crucial role of ethylene and ethylene
signaling in nodulation in legumes. Ethylene is induced by
NFs, and fluctuations in ethylene levels have been detected
during nodulation (Gamalero and Glick, 2015). Notably, a
recent study showed that ethylene positively or negatively
regulates early (i.e., 1 h after inoculation) and late (6 h
after inoculation) rhizobial infection via NF-independent and -
dependent pathways, respectively (Larrainzar et al., 2015). The
authors further proposed that these regulatory pathways are
responsible for the different effects of ethylene on biological
processes: the former in defense, and the latter in the initiation
of nodulation (Larrainzar et al., 2015). Based on these results,
it appears that ethylene is a master regulator of nodulation
that affects multiple hormonal signaling pathways to regulate
every step of the process, including rhizobial infection, nodule
organogenesis, and nodule senescence (Guinel, 2016). Despite
great progress in understanding the involvement of ethylene in
nodulation, genetic evidence for the role of ethylene signaling
comes mainly from functional analyses of loss-of-function
mutants of Arabidopsis EIN2 orthologs. The ‘sickle’ mutant of
Medicago truncatula which carries a loss-of-function mutation
in MtEIN2, is insensitive to ethylene and forms 10–30 times
more nodules than wild-type plants (Penmetsa and Cook, 1997;
Penmetsa et al., 2008). The mutation of two Lotus EIN2 genes
was also shown to cause hypernodulation in Lotus japonicus
(Miyata et al., 2013), highlighting the conserved role of the
ethylene signaling pathway in legume nodulation. The fact
that the transgenic Lotus japonicus harboring the mutated
Arabidopsis ETR1 or Cm-ERS1/H70A reduced ethylene sensitivity
and enhanced nodulation (Nukui et al., 2004; Lohar et al.,
2009) supports the notion that canonical ethylene perception
and its signaling transduction show a significant role during
nodulation in legumes. However, the role of ethylene in soybean
nodulation remains controversial. Several studies have shown
that neither an increase in ethylene production nor treatment
with aminoethoxyvinylglycine affects nodule formation (Lee and
Larue, 1992; Hunter, 1993; Suganuma et al., 1995); however,
one study showed increased nodule numbers in soybean plants
treated with ethylene inhibitors (Caba et al., 1998). It was
suggested that this controversial result might be due to the
experimental methodology (Schmidt et al., 1999). However, a
phenotypic analysis of an ethylene-insensitive mutant, etr1-1,
supports the idea that ethylene is less significant in nodule
development in soybean compared to other plants because
the nodule number in etr1-1 was comparable to that in
wild-type (Schmidt et al., 1999). Thus, the roles of ethylene
in rhizobia–soybean interactions and nodule development in
soybean are unclear. Moreover, the functions of most genes
related to ethylene perception and signal transduction are
unknown.

The availability of a transcriptome database and the recent
sequencing of the soybean genome provided us with tools
to examine which genes are involved in nodulation, and
they provided us with clues about whether known ethylene-
related genes mediate nodulation in soybean. To gain insight
into the roles of ethylene signaling in soybean, especially in
nodulation, we performed a genome wide search for soybean
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homologs of the Arabidopsis ethylene receptor genes ETR1,
ETR2, ERS1, ERS2, and EIN4. Detailed analyses of the structures,
phylogeny, conserved domains, and expression profiles of these
genes were performed. In addition, the expression patterns of
the genes in response to rhizobial inoculation, NFs and in
functional nodules were analyzed using quantitative real-time
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR).
Through these analyses, we uncovered structural and functional
divergence among soybean ethylene receptor genes and proteins.
Our results provide a framework for the further functional
characterization of ethylene receptor family genes in soybean.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Phylogenetic Tree and Gene Structure
Analysis
We obtained the sequences of the identified ethylene receptor
genes from a published database (Phytozome1), including
genomic DNA sequences, coding sequences, and amino acid
sequences. A phylogenetic tree was constructed based on the
amino acid sequences of all putative ethylene receptor genes
using Clustal X 1.83 (Thompson et al., 1997) and MEGA6.0
(Tamura et al., 2011). The structures of the ethylene receptor
genes were determined using the Gene Structure Display Server
(GSDS) website2.

Cis-Element Analysis
1.5 kb sequences upstream of all the ethylene receptor genes
were downloaded from Glycine max database. The regulatory
cis-elements were then analyzed using website PlantCARE3.

Expression Data Collection and Heatmap
Construction
Expression data for the ethylene receptor genes were collected
from SoyBase4 (Severin et al., 2010) and the eFP Browser5 (Libault
et al., 2010). Heatmaps of the ethylene receptor genes were
constructed using Heatmap Illustrator v1.0 (Deng et al., 2014).

Plant Materials and Growth Conditions
Soybean (G. max [L.] Merrill) cv. Williams 82 plants were used
in this study. To analyze gene expression in response to rhizobial
inoculation, soybean plants were grown in vermiculite irrigated
with a nitrogen-deficient solution in a growth room (16 h of
light/8 h of dark; 25◦C) (Wang et al., 2009). Ten-day-old plants
were inoculated with Bradyrhizobium japonicum strain USDA110
(OD600 = 0.08; 30 mL/plant) in the same nitrogen-deficient
solution, and roots were collected at specific time points after
rhizobial inoculation. To examine the early root response to
rhizobial infection, roots were harvested at 0, 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h

1https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html
2http://gsds2.cbi.pku.edu.cn
3http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/html/
4http://soybase.org/soyseq/
5http://bar.utoronto.ca/efpsoybean/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi

after rhizobial inoculation. To examine the expression pattern
of ethylene receptor genes in different tissues, leaves, roots, and
nodules were collected at 28 days after rhizobial inoculation.
The method of NF application studies was used as described by
Wang et al. (2014, 2015). Root samples were collected and used
to analyze the expression of ethylene receptor genes at 24 h after
NF treatment.

RNA Extraction and qRT-PCR
To estimate the ethylene receptor gene expression levels, total
RNA was extracted from different tissues using Trizol reagent
(Tiangen Biotech [Beijing] Co. Ltd, Beijing, China). Aliquots
(2 µg) of total RNA were treated with DNase I (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, United States) and used to synthesize first-strand
cDNA with a FastQuant RT Kit (Tiangen Biotech [Beijing] Co.
Ltd). qRT-PCR was performed using SuperReal PreMix Plus
(SYBR Green; Tiangen Biotech [Beijing], Co., Ltd) on an ABI
7500 Real-Time PCR System (Invitrogen). GmELF1b (Eukaryotic
elongation factor 1-beta) was used as an internal control (Jian
et al., 2008). The primers used in this study are listed in
Supplementary Table S1.

Statistical Analysis
The expression data were analyzed by Student’s t-test or one-way
analysis of variance using SigmaPlot 10.0 or GraphPad Prism
5 software. Different letters indicate a significant difference in
the relative gene expression (P < 0.05). Moreover, statistically
significant differences were indicated as follows: ∗P < 0.05;
∗∗P < 0.01; ∗∗∗P < 0.001; ns, not significant, P > 0.05.

RESULTS

Genome Wide Identification of Ethylene
Receptor Genes in Soybean
Based on the data collected from the Phytozome website, five
ethylene receptor genes, AtETR1, AtERS1, AtETR2, AtEIN4, and
AtERS2, were used as queries against the G. max genome in the
Plant Genome Duplication Database (Lee et al., 2012). In total,
11 homologous genes were found in the soybean genome. Except
that, there has 4 homologous genes in rice and six homologous
genes in Medicago. Basic information about homologous genes
in soybean is provided in Supplementary Table S2. The deduced
proteins encoded by these putative ethylene receptor genes
contain 636–768 amino acid residues, and their molecular masses
range from 63.6 to 76.8 kDa, similar to the ethylene receptors
of Arabidopsis. In addition, the isoelectric points of the proteins
encoded by these soybean ethylene receptor genes range from
6.19 to 8.17.

Phylogenetic and Structure Analyses of
the Soybean Ethylene Receptor Genes
Further analysis showed that the 11 homologs are located
on six different chromosomes three on chromosome 20, two
on chromosomes 3, 10, and 19; and one on chromosomes 9
and 12 (Supplementary Table S2). To assess the phylogenetic
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FIGURE 1 | Phylogenetic relationships of the ethylene receptor family proteins and their gene structures. The phylogenetic tree (A) was constructed using
MEGA6.0, while the structures of the ethylene receptor genes (B) were created using the GSDS website.

relationships among the soybean and Arabidopsis receptor
proteins, we constructed a phylogenetic tree with the protein
sequences of the ethylene receptors by using the neighbor-joining
method in MEGA6.0 (Tamura et al., 2011). To see whether other
leguminous plants contain all the ethylene receptor genes, we also
included the ethylene receptor proteins in Medicago truncatula.
Our results indicate that, in soybean, four of the genes are
homologs of AtEIN4, two are homologs of AtETR1 and AtERS1,
respectively, and three are homologs of AtERS2 and AtETR2
(Figure 1A). Notably, Glyma.20g08700 has been designated as
GmERS2 in PGDD. The gene names and locus IDs of these
receptor genes are listed in Supplementary Table S2. In Medicago,
totally six ethylene receptor genes were identified: one homolog
for MtETR1 and MtERS1, respectively; two homologs for MtEIN4
and two potential homologs for MtETR2 and MtERS2,

We next analyzed the structures of the ethylene receptor
genes using GSDS 2.06, and the mRNA and genomic DNA
sequences were downloaded from the Phytozome database.
As shown in Figure 1, the gene structures of the homologs
of AtERS1 and AtETR1 are highly conserved and have the
same exon–intron pattern. However, the four homologs of
AtEIN4 exhibited two structural patterns. The structures of
Glyma.20g221800 (GmEIN4a), Glyma.10g167300 (GmEIN4b),
and Glyma.19g249100 (GmEIN4c) were similar, whereas the
structure of Glyma.03g251700 (GmEIN4d) was different,
with three exons and two introns (Figure 1B). In terms

6http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn/

of the AtETR2 and AtERS2 homologs, Glyma.10g188500
(GmETR2b) and Glyma.20g087000 (GmERS2) each have
three exons and two introns, in contrast to AtETR2 and
AtERS2, which contain one intron and two exons each.
A duplication analysis conducted using EnsemblPlants7

identified five pairs of duplicates. As shown in Figure 2,
the duplicated pairs are GmETR1a-GmETR1b, GmERS1a-
GmERS1b, GmETR2a-GmETR2b, GmEIN4a-GmEIN4b, and
GmEIN4c-GmEIN4d.

Protein Structure Analysis of the
Ethylene Receptors in Soybean
It has been proposed that ethylene receptor family proteins
are highly conserved in plants, and that they are typical ER
membrane-associated proteins sharing similarity with bacterial
two-component regulators (Chang and Stadler, 2001; Guo and
Ecker, 2004). To obtain detailed information about the structures
of these ethylene receptor proteins in soybean, the deduced
amino acid sequences collected from the Phytozome database
were aligned, and the proteins structures were analyzed using
PFAM8. As shown in Figure 3, the soybean ethylene receptor
proteins all contain one GAF domain (green box), just like
in Arabidopsis; by contrast, the protein domains [e.g., His
kinase A (phospho-acceptor) domain (red box), His kinase
domain (blue box), and response regulator receiver domain]

7http://plants.ensembl.org/index.html
8http://pfam.xfam.org/search
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FIGURE 2 | Chromosomal distribution of the identified ethylene receptor genes. Based on soybean genome annotation v1.1, the chromosomal locations of
the homologous ethylene receptor genes in soybean were analyzed and marked on the corresponding chromosomes from top to bottom. Duplicated genes are
marked with a purple line.

FIGURE 3 | The conserved domains of the homologous ethylene receptor proteins in soybean. The conserved domains of the homologous proteins were
analyzed using the PFAM website (http://pfam.xfam.org/).
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FIGURE 4 | The predicted protein profiles of the soybean ethylene receptors. The transmembrane helices of the ethylene receptor proteins were predicted
using TMHMM2 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM-2.0/). The transmembrane domains of the predicted proteins are shown by red peaks.

in the soybean receptors are variable. Notably, the protein
structures of GmETR1 and GmERS1 are identical to those of
AtETR1 and AtERS1. However, the predicted proteins GmETR2,
GmEIN4, and GmERS2 show some variation compared with
theirArabidopsis homologs. For example, GmETR2, GmEIN4c/d,
and GmERS2 contain a His kinase A domain, which does not
appear in AtETR2, AtEIN4, and AtERS2 (Figure 3). In addition,
GmETR2a contains a His kinase domain. It was also found that
the receiver domain at the C-terminus shows divergence among
most subfamily members, except for ETR1 (Figure 3). AtETR2
has a complete receiver domain (yellow box), while GmETR2a
and GmETR2b appear to have a degenerate domain lacking one
or more elements (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S1). As
for the structures of the AtEIN4 homologs, only GmEIN4c was
found to have a degenerate domain similar to that of AtEIN4;

in contrast, the other three proteins have a complete receiver
domain (Figure 3). The conservation of these receptors between
Arabidopsis and soybean indicates that these proteins likely have
conserved functions, while the differences in domains between
these species suggest that the proteins have divergent functions
in soybean.

The transmembrane architecture of the ethylene
receptor proteins was also predicted using TMHHM 2.09.
As shown in Figure 4, these ethylene receptors contain
several transmembrane domains, although the number of
transmembrane domains varies by receptor. Like AtETR1 and
AtERS1, GmETR1a/b and GmERS1a/b have three conserved
transmembrane domains at their N-terminus. However, the

9http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM-2.0/
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FIGURE 5 | Promoter analysis of the homologous ethylene receptor genes. The promoters of the genes (1,500 bp) were analyzed online
(http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/html/) to detect cis-elements using PLACE software (http://www.dna.affrc.go.jp/PLACE/).

number of typical transmembrane domains in GmETR2 and
GmERS2 is reduced compared with AtETR2 and AtERS2, while
the number of transmembrane domains in GmEIN4b, GmEIN4c,
and GmEIN4d appears to be increased compared with their
homologs (Figure 4).

Cis-Elements in the Promoters of the
Ethylene Receptor Genes in Soybean
In order to aid in understanding the putative functions of these
ethylene receptor genes in soybean, we further performed the
promoter analysis to identify the regulatory cis-elements that
are involved in various biological processes, in particular plant
hormonal response, defense response and nodulation. As shown
in Figure 5, when compared with the conserved cis-elements
identified from the promoters of Arabidopsis ethylene receptor
genes and its’ homologous genes in soybean, we found that they
share some cis-elements, such as CGTCA motif, which might

related with MeJA response; but interestingly, some cis-elements
(i.e., P-box, TCA motif) only appeared in the promoters of the
homolog genes in soybean. For example, the P-box, which was
also predicted to be involved in GA response, was only observed
in the promoters ofGmETR2a,GmETR2b, andGmERS2. Another
regulatory cis-element unique to soybean ethylene receptors
is TC-rich repeat element, which is involved in defense and
stress response. TC-rich repeat element occurs in the promoters
of ethylene receptors GmERS1a, GmEIN4a/b/c and GmERS2,
although the numbers of the cis-element are different; in sharp
contrast, only single element was found in the promoters
of Arabidopsis ethylene receptors AtETR1 and AtETR2. The
ABRE elements, which is related to ABA response, were found
only in the promoter regions of GmETR1b, GmERS1a/1b, and
GmEIN4d (Figure 5). Interestingly, both EIRE element and
MBS I element, which were related to Elicitor response and
flavonoid biosynthetic gene regulation, respectively, were only
observed in the promoter of GmERS2. These observations
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FIGURE 6 | Expression patterns of the ethylene receptor genes based on Hiseq data. Based on information from the eFP Browser
(http://bar.utoronto.ca/efpsoybean/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi), the tissue-specific expression patterns of the ethylene receptor genes and the expression patterns in
response to rhizobial inoculation were analyzed.

indicate that regulations of the ethylene receptor genes are
divergent in soybean and Arabidopsis and that the ethylene
receptors may modulate different biological processes during
plant development and responses to environmental stimuli in
soybean and Arabidopsis.

Expression Patterns of Soybean Ethylene
Receptor Genes Based on HiSeq Data
To investigate the possible roles of the ethylene receptor
genes in soybean, we first analyzed the expression patterns
of these genes in different tissues and organs including
leaves, roots and mature nodules by collecting the HiSeq
data from the eFP website (Libault et al., 2010)10. As shown

10http://bar.utoronto.ca/efpsoybean/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi

in Figure 6, these ethylene receptor genes exhibited distinct
tissue/organ expression patterns. For example, GmETR1b,
GmERS1a, GmEIN4a, GmEIN4b, and GmEIN4d had relative
high expression levels in soybean leaves; GmETR1b, GmERS1a/b,
GmEIN4a, GmEIN4b were expressed at higher levels in roots. In
addition, GmETR1a was specifically expressed in root tips, while
GmEIN4c and GmERS2 were expressed at relative low levels in all
tissues and organs. This observation indicates that the ethylene
receptor genes are differentially expressed during soybean growth
and development.

Interestingly, GmETR2a and GmEIN4a were highly expressed
in mature nodules (Figure 6). Furthermore, several ethylene
receptor genes were differentially regulated by rhizobial
infection. Among them, the expression of GmEIN4c was
downregulated by rhizobial inoculation at 24 and 48 h after
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FIGURE 7 | Expression analysis of the ethylene receptor genes in different tissues of soybean. The expression patterns of the ethylene receptor genes in
leaf, root, and mature nodule of soybean plants at 28 days after rhizobia inoculation were analyzed by qRT-PCR. Expression levels were normalized against the
geometric mean of the reference gene GmELF1b. Three independent biological repeats were done; the results shown are the averages ± standard deviation.
Different letters indicate significant differences in relative gene expression by the Student-Newman-Keuls test (P < 0.05).

infection, while GmERS1a expression was decreased at 48 h
after rhizobial inoculation (Figure 6). By contrast, only
GmEIN4d was induced by rhizobia at 24 h after infection
(Figure 6). Together, these results suggest that ethylene
receptor genes might be involved in rhizobia–soybean
interactions and have different functions during nodule
development.

Experimental Validation of Tissue
Expression of Soybean Receptor Genes
To validate the tissue specific expression patterns of the ethylene
receptor genes, RT-qPCR was used to analyze the expression
pattern of those ethylene receptor genes in different tissues of
soybean plants at 28 days after rhizobia inoculation. As shown
in Figure 7, all the ethylene receptor genes were differentially
expressed in leaf, root, and nodule. Majority of them were showed
higher levels of expression in leaf than in root and nodule.
Interestingly, the duplicates of the ethylene receptor genes
GmETR1, GmETR2, and GmEIN4 except GmERS1 exhibited
different patterns in the tissues examined. Among 11 ethylene
receptor genes, only GmETR1a and GmEIN4a displayed the same
expression pattern. Intriguingly, among the ethylene receptor
genes, GmEIN4b showed highest expression in root, followed by
GmERS2 in nodule and root.

In addition, association between promoter and gene
expression pattern was analyzed based on the digital expression
data. The expression data of each gene in eight different
tissues of soybean10 and 47 tissues of Arabidopsis ethylene
receptor genes collected from the website11 were used to be
analyzed (Tamura et al., 2004) (Supplementary Tables S3, S4).
As shown in Supplementary Figure S2, the relative correlation
coefficient (R2) in soybean and Arabidopsis were 0.12 and 0.35,

11http://www.arabidopsis.org/

respectively. These data indicates that the promoter sequence
similarity and expressional pattern of ethylene receptor genes
might show positive association. In order to make a further
understanding about the ethylene receptor genes, a molecular
evolution analysis has been done for pairs of duplicated
genes. The coding sequences collected from the Phytozome
database were aligned with MEGA6 and parameters between
paired genes were estimated with SNAP12. dn/ds indicates
the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions.
As shown in Supplementary Table S5, the dn/ds ratio of all
paired genes showed lower than one, which suggested that
the molecular evolution of these ethylene receptor genes was
conservative.

Expression Validation of Soybean
Receptor Genes in Response to
Rhizobial Infection and Nod Factor
Because we were interested in the roles of ethylene receptor
genes in soybean nodulation, we performed qRT-PCR assays
to analyze the expression patterns of soybean ethylene receptor
genes in response to rhizobial infection and during early process
of nodulation. Soybean seedlings were inoculated with rhizobial
strain B. japonicum USDA110, and root samples were collected at
specific time points. The qPCR analysis results detected variable
expression of the ethylene receptor genes in response to rhizobia
infection (Figure 8). Among them, GmERS1a, GmERS1b, and
GmEIN4c were highly induced within 24 h (Figures 8C,D,I),
while the expression of GmETR1b, GmETR2a, GmETR2b,
GmEIN4a, and GmEIN4b were significantly repressed within
24 h (Figures 8B,E–H). The rest of the ethylene receptor genes
GmETR1a, GmEIN4d, and GmERS2 were slightly upregulated
and then downregulated during the experimental period of time

12https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/SNAP/SNAP.html
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FIGURE 8 | Expression analysis of the ethylene receptor genes to outline the early response to rhizobial inoculation. (A–K) The relative expression level
of ethylene receptor genes GmETR1a, GmETR1b, GmERS1a, GmERS1b, GmETR2a, GmETR2b, GmEIN4a, GmEIN4b, GmEIN4c, GmEIN4d, and GmERS2 in
response to rhizobial inoculation at different time points (0, 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h). The short-term expression patterns of the ethylene receptor genes in response to
rhizobial inoculation was analyzed by qRT-qPCR. The expression level of each gene was normalized against the geometric mean of the soybean reference gene
GmELF1b. Three independent biological repeats were done; the results shown are the averages ± standard deviation. Different letters indicate significant differences
by the Student-Newman-Keuls test (P < 0.05).
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FIGURE 9 | Expression analysis of the ethylene receptor genes in response to Nod factor (NF). The expression pattern of the ethylene receptor genes was
analyzed by qRT-qPCR in response to NF (10−8 M) treatment, where GmENOD40 was chosen to be a positive control. The expression was normalized against the
geometric mean of the reference gene GmELF1b. The experiments were done for three independent times. Error bars indicate SD. Statistically significant difference
(Student’s t-test) are indicated as follows: ns, no significance P > 0.05; ∗P < 0.05; ∗∗P < 0.01; ∗∗∗P < 0.001.

(Figures 8A,J,K). These results confirm that majority of soybean
ethylene receptor genes are responsive to rhizobial infection.

To further confirm the responsiveness of the ethylene receptor
genes, we also tested whether these genes could be affected by
NF. Four-day-old soybean seedlings were treated with NF for
24 h, and root samples were collected for qRT-PCR. As shown
in Figure 9, compared with the induction of early nodulin gene
GmENOD40, the transcript levels of GmETR1a/b, GmETR2a/b,
GmEIN4a/b,GmEIN4c, andGmERS2were repressed significantly
in response to NF application in soybean roots. However, the
expression of GmERS1a and GmEIN4d were not significantly
changed in response to NF treatment compared with the
untreated control. Notably, the expression of GmERS1b was
highly induced by NF and the expression level of GmERS1b
was increased about fourfold (Figure 9). These results suggest
that ethylene receptor genes may mediate rhizobia–plant cell
interaction and early nodule development in soybean.

DISCUSSION

Ethylene receptors are central regulators that turn the
downstream ethylene signaling transduction pathway on/off.
Since ethylene controls various biological processes in different
tissues/organs and at different developmental stages, plants
have evolved multiple ethylene receptors with divergent gene
structures, protein structures, kinase activities, and patterns
of transcriptional regulation to precisely and dynamically
modulate plant responses to ethylene. Compelling evidence

suggests that ethylene receptors regulate plant development
and plant responses to environmental stimuli in a complex
manner. In this study, we performed a systematic analysis of the
ethylene receptors in soybean, including their gene structures,
conserved domains, and gene expression patterns in response to
rhizobial infection. Our results provide an overview of the main
characteristics of these receptors and their potential functions in
soybean.

Previous studies have shown that the numbers of ethylene
receptors vary in different plant species (Cao et al., 2003;
Gallie, 2015b). For example, Arabidopsis and rice both have
five ethylene receptors, although the types are different (Cao
et al., 2003). The number of ethylene receptors in a species
represents the level of functional complexity in terms of ethylene
perception and cellular responses. Soybean is an allotetraploid
plant, and most of its genes have several duplicates (Shoemaker
et al., 2006; Schlueter et al., 2007). By searching the soybean
genome and gathering data from PGDD, we found 11 ethylene
receptors instead of 8 (GmETR1b, GmETR2a, and GmERS2
were missing) used in the previous study (Gallie, 2015a).
A phylogenetic analysis showed that soybean has homologs
of all of the ethylene receptors in Arabidopsis, but that these
receptors were not equally duplicated during evolution. Among
them, GmETR1, GmERS1, and GmETR2 have two duplicates and
GmEIN4 has four duplicates, whereas GmERS2 exists as a single
copy, like in Arabidopsis. It is clear that these ethylene receptors
are not equally duplicated in soybean. Thus far, we do not
know why these receptors have different numbers of duplicates.
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It is conceivable that the members of the first receptor family
subgroup (ETR1 and ERS1) are more conservative because they
play a more important role in ethylene signaling and plant
responses to ethylene (Qu et al., 2007; Rivarola et al., 2009).
Although we do not know why the members of the second
subgroup (GmETR2, GmEIN4, and GmERS2) show such big
differences in duplicate number, it is likely that alterations in the
numbers of these receptors can increase the regulatory flexibility
and complexity of plant responses to ethylene. Notably, our
finding support the notion that soybean and Medicago also
contain all types of ethylene receptors including ERS2, which
is apparently not in agreement with the conclusion drawn by
Gallie (2015a) that ERS2 homologs exist only in the Brassicaceae.
The different conclusions about ERS2 are due to the incomplete
data used in the previous study. Therefore, the conclusion drawn
in the previous study need to be further analyzed using more
completed data from various plant species. But our analysis
results favor the hypothesis that ERS2 is the most newly
evolved ethylene receptor because there is only a single copy of
ERS2, which may arise after genome duplication (Gallie, 2015a).
Interestingly, we found that Medicago contains a single copy of
ETR1, ETR2, ERS1 and ERS2, but two copies of EIN4. It remains
unknown whether extra copy (copies) of EIN4 in Medicago and
soybean mediate the biological processes unique to legumes.

Interestingly, our domain analysis showed that all 11
receptors contain a GAF domain at their N-terminus, though
some receptors have extra domains compared with their
Arabidopsis homologs. Notably, the protein structures of ETR1
and ERS1 are highly conserved in Arabidopsis and soybean.
Specifically, they share exactly the same domains [a GAF,
a His kinase A (phospho-acceptor) domain, a His kinase
domain, and a receiver domain], supporting the key role
of ETR1 and ERS1 in ethylene perception and responses. It
is worth noting that in GmETR2 and GmEIN4 half of the
protein is similar to its Arabidopsis homolog, whereas the
other half contains an extra His kinase A domain. Since the
His kinase domain is responsible for dimerization with the
phospho-acceptor domain, the evolution of the His kinase A
domain suggests that these ethylene receptors have additional
functions in mediating ethylene perception and the activation of
downstream ethylene signaling events. However, the underlying
molecular mechanism of these new ethylene receptor members
is unknown. Further characterization of these proteins with
an extra domain will help us understand how these receptors
mediate ethylene perception and regulate plant responses to
ethylene.

In Arabidopsis, five ethylene receptors also show tissue/organ
or developmental stage specificity, although they are functionally
redundant (Schaller and Bleecker, 1995; Hua and Meyerowitz,
1998; Guo and Ecker, 2004). In soybean, we found that the
11 ethylene receptors exhibit tissue/organ specificity. Some
receptor genes have a similar expression pattern to their
duplicates (e.g., GmERS1a and GmERS1b), which consistent
with a low dn/ds ratio suggested the evolutionary conservation
of these ethylene receptor genes. However, the duplicates of

some receptor genes display a different expression pattern. For
example, GmEIN4a was found to be highly expressed in leaf
and nodule, whereas GmEIN4b showed its highest expression
level in root. Notably, among these receptor genes, only
GmEIN4b showed highest expression in root, whereas GmERS2
showed the highest expression level in nodules. Furthermore,
majority of the soybean receptor genes were found to be
responsive to rhizobial infection. It worthy to note that eight
of these ethylene receptor genes were downregulated by NF,
indicating that these genes and the ethylene signaling pathway
might play a role in the early process of nodulation in
soybean. Interestingly, GmERS1b was highly induced by NF,
suggesting a different role of this gene during rhizobia infection.
Furthermore, we do not exclude the possibility that these ethylene
receptor genes may also exhibit different expression patterns
during nodule formation and organogenesis to mediate late
development process of nodulation in soybean. These expression
analysis results suggest that in addition to their differences
in protein structure, these receptor genes are regulated at the
transcriptional level. These multiple levels of regulation may
enable the receptors to precisely and collaboratively modulate
various biological processes in soybean. It is possible that
apart from the general functions of ethylene receptors in
higher plants, some members may be evolved to specifically
regulate nodulation and SNF in soybean. Functional analysis
of individual ethylene receptor genes will uncover the roles of
these genes in plant development and symbiotic nodulation in
soybean.
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